The exquisite sensitivity of the human visual system to form-from-motion (FfM) cues is well documented. However, identifying the neural correlates of this sensitivity has proven difficult, particularly determining the respective contributions of different motion areas in extrastriate visual cortex. Here we measured visual FfM perception and more elementary visual motion (VM) perception in a group of 32 patients suffering from acute posterior brain damage, and performed MRI-based lesion analysis. Our results suggest that severe FfM perception deficits without an associated deficit of VM perception are due to damage to ventral occipito-temporal cortex (VOT), whereas associated deficits of FfM and VM perception are due to damage either in proximity to area MT+/V5 or an area including lateral occipital complex (LOC) and VOT. These data suggest the existence of at least three functionally and anatomically distinct regions in human visual cortex that process FfM signals.
Introduction
The visual system forms representations of many properties of the environment including information about the shapes or forms of objects and their motion. Form and motion are features with complementary properties and inferring object form involves detecting spatial relationships among features that are generally assumed to be fixed relative to one another. Yet, despite the seemingly complementary nature of form and motion, the two features are closely linked. Motion, for example is an important cue for identifying object boundaries (Jules, 1971) . Indeed, the ability to extract the form of objects defined entirely by visual motion cues (hereafter referred to as formfrom-motion or FfM processing) is perhaps one of the more remarkable achievements of the human visual system. Indeed, there is evidence to indicate the extreme sensitivity of the system to objects defined in this way. Motion contrast serves as an effective cue for the extraction of two-and three-dimensional objects (i.e. Sekuler, 1990; Wist, Ehrenstein, & Schrauf, 1998) .
Studies in brain damaged patients have revealed a functional double dissociation between FfM perception and more elementary visual motion perception (such as direction of motion perception, henceforth referred to as VM processing). These studies described patients with circumscribed brain damage that suffered from deficient VM processing, but normal FfM perception (McLeod, Dittrich, Driver, Perrett, & Zihl, 1996; Tootell & Taylor, 1995) or from deficient FfM perception, but normal VM perception (Cowey & Vaina, 2000; Schenk & Zihl, 1997a) . This double dissociation has been confirmed by Vaina (1989) in a group study. Regan, Giaschi, Sharpe, and Hong (1992) further dissociated between FfM recognition and detection (and normal VM perception) by describing three patients with deficient FfM recognition, but preserved FfM detection (type I loss) and four
